
Edit choice activity

Current behaviour
Limit the number of responses allowed = No

Limit the number of responses allowed = Yes



Publish results = Do not publish results to students

Publish results = any other value



HideIf behaviour
Limit the number of responses allowed = No

Limit the number of responses allowed = Yes



Publish results = Do not publish results to students

Publish results = any other value



Edit Database activity

Current behaviour
Approval required = No

Approval required = Yes



HideIf behaviour
Approval required = No

Approval required = Yes



Feedback questions

Current behaviour
Multiple choice question: Multiple choice type = ‘single answer’

Multiple choice question: Multiple choice type = ‘multiple answers’

Multiple choice question: Multiple choice type = ‘dropdown’



Multiple choice (rated) question: Multiple choice type = ‘single answer’

Multiple choice (rated) question: Multiple choice type = ‘dropdown’

Dependence item = ‘Choose’

Dependence item = name of another question



HideIf behaviour
Multiple choice question: Multiple choice type = ‘single answer’

Multiple choice question: Multiple choice type = ‘multiple answers’

Multiple choice question: Multiple choice type = ‘dropdown’



Multiple choice (rated) question: Multiple choice type = ‘single answer’

Multiple choice (rated) question: Multiple choice type = ‘dropdown’

Dependence item = ‘Choose’

Dependence item = name of another question



Forum

Current behaviour
RSS feed for this activity = None

RSS feed for this activity = Posts or Discussions



Time period for blocking = Don’t block

Time period for blocking = any amount of time

 



HideIf behaviour
RSS feed for this activity = None

RSS feed for this activity = Posts or Discussions



Time period for blocking = Don’t block

Time period for blocking = any amount of time



Glossary

Current behaviour
RSS feed = None

RSS feed = Concepts with/without author



Auto-linking – This entry should be automatically linked – unchecked

Auto-linking – This entry should be automatically linked - checked



HideIf behaviour
RSS feed = None

RSS feed = Concepts with/without author



Auto-linking – This entry should be automatically linked – unchecked

Auto-linking – This entry should be automatically linked - checked



Lesson activity

Current behaviour
Password protected = No
Note the ‘Password’ field is shown, but does not work properly, as the underlying field is disabled

Password protected = Yes



Re-takes allowed = No

Re-takes allowed = Yes



HideIf behaviour
Password protected = No

Password protected = Yes



Re-takes allowed = No

Re-takes allowed = Yes



External tool

Current behaviour
Preconfigured tool = Automatic

Preconfigured tool = [a globally configured tool]



HideIf behaviour
Preconfigured tool = Automatic

Preconfigured tool = [a globally configured tool]



Page activity

Current behaviour
Display = Open

Display = In pop-up



HideIf behaviour
Display = Open

Display = In pop-up



Quiz activity

Current behaviour
When time expires = submitted automatically / not counted

When time expires = grace period



Attempts allowed = 1



Attempts allowed = 2



Attempts allowed > 2



How questions behave = Adaptive / Deferred

How questions behave = Immediate / Interactive



HideIf behaviour
When time expires = submitted automatically / not counted

When time expires = grace period



Attempts allowed = 1



Attempts allowed = 2



Attempts allowed > 2



How questions behave = Adaptive / Deferred

How questions behave = Immediate / Interactive



File resource

Current behaviour

Display = Automatic

Display = Force download



Display = In pop-up



HideIf behaviour

Display = Automatic

Display = Force download



Display = In pop-up



Scorm package

Current behaviour
Type = uploaded package

Type = external SCORM manifest



Display package = Current window

Display package = New window



Display course structure on entry in player = To the side

Display course structure on entry in player = Hidden / disabled / drop-down



Show navigation = Under content

Show navigation = floating

Grading method = Highest grade

Grading method = Learning objects



Number of attempts = Unlimited

Number of attempts = 1



HideIf behaviour
Type = uploaded package

Type = external SCORM manifest



Display package = Current window

Display package = New window



Display course structure on entry in player = To the side

Display course structure on entry in player = Hidden / disabled / drop-down

Show navigation = Under content

Show navigation = floating



Grading method = Highest grade

Grading method = Learning objects

Number of attempts = Unlimited

Number of attempts = 1



URL resource

Current behaviour
Display = Automatic

Display = Open

Display = In pop-up



HideIf behaviour
Display = Automatic

Display = Open

Display = In pop-up



Workshop module

Current behaviour
File attachment = enabled

File attachment = disabled



Overall feedback mode = Enabled

Overall feedback mode = Disabled



Maximum number of overall feedback attachments = 0

Maximum number of overall feedback attachments = 1



Use examples = disabled

Use examples = enabled

Submissions deadline = disabled

Submissions deadline = enabled



HideIf behaviour
File attachment = enabled

File attachment = disabled



Overall feedback mode = Enabled

Overall feedback mode = Disabled



Maximum number of overall feedback attachments = 0

Maximum number of overall feedback attachments = 1



Use examples = disabled

Use examples = enabled

Submissions deadline = disabled

Submissions deadline = enabled
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